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2011 TWITTER PARTIES AT LUXE LABORATORY WITH 



OVER 150
SATISFIED

BRANDS



OVER 300
MEDIA
PLACEMENTS



OVER 
100,000
TWEETS



OVER  
100 MILLION
REACHED
ON TWITTER



THE FAST FACTS

Noted tastemaker, trendsetter, television personality and celebrity stylist Robert Verdi.

Robert selects a timely theme and curates a collection of exciting brands around it. He 
 offers advice, exclusives & giveaways to an intimate group of influential media guests 
who relay that information to their online followers and begin a chain reaction of buzz.

With thousands of tweets plus media coverage, we reach millions of consumers online 
...Tweet This! parties are the future of social media marketing.

WHO
WHAT

WHY



You don’t have to use Twitter to know what it is. You may not neces-
sarily understand how it works, but to at least have a basic knowledge 
of it’s function. In January 2010 nearly 75,000,000 people world-
wide visited Twitter.com. These numbers, per comScore account for 
1,100% growth in a year. In other words multiplying yourself eleven 
times in twelve months; I would consider that expansive growth. The 
United States makes up one-third of the Twitter user base at around 
23,500,000 visitors. These numbers are for those individuals visiting 
and making use of Twitter.com alone. When you add in all the tweets 
from the various clients there are about 50 million tweets sent a day. 
How does this relate to business one might ask. My focus, being that 
I generally write on nightlife and entertainment, is on bars, clubs and 
restaurants. If your establishment does not have a Twitter account…

establishments do. Once you have your account set up, use it; tweet 
daily and tweet often. Many businesses have a dedicated person em-
ployed simply to handle their Twitter account/Facebook page(s). This 
is free advertising and the name of the game is brand recognition. 
As a nightlife establishment, getting your events, specials, etc out to 
your key demographic is paramount. Plus, out of town visitors will 
access the feed also and will drive your numbers. A key aspect to this 

TWITTER IS A POWERFUL, PERSUASIVE 
BUSINESS TOOL AND RIGHT NOW, 

TWITTER IS WHERE THE 
CONVERSATION 
IS HAPPENING
@ROBERTVERDI ADDS YOUR BRAND

INTO THAT CONVERSATION WITH 

500,000+ FOLLOWERS 
AND A PER EVENT REACH OF 
OVER 20 MILLION

WHY TWITTER?

TWITTER TOPS LIST OF FASTEST 
GROWING SOCIAL NETWORKS

TWITTER TOOK OFF FROM 
SIMPLE TO ‘TWEET’ SUCCESS

WHY TWITTER WILL BE 
BIGGER THAN GOOGLE









LIVE VIDEO STREAM & TWITTER 
FEED ON EVENT WEBSITE

ENGAGE 
CONSUMERS

 

Q&A, GIVEAWAYS & INTERACTIVE FEATURES 
DRAW CONSUMERS TO PARTICIPATE ONLINE 
& TWEETS SPREAD VIRALLY REACHING MILLIONS!

THE EVENT









Recent Tweet This! program results include: 

THE RESULTS
(click here for recent wrap up at http://www.box.net/shared/2p7mrnfnet) 

http://www.box.net/shared/2p7mrnfnet


PRESS

“If you’re anything like us, 
you’re still racking your brain 

buy some people this holiday 
season...stylist Robert Verdi 
can help you out.”

HOLLYWOOD LIFE

COSMOPOLITAN

Best. Style Tips. Ever.

“We’re not sure what 
we love most about 
Robert Verdi...”

BAGTRENDS

“So what are these “Tweet 
This” parties? Well, it’s 
an ingenious business 
concept created by the 
Robert Verdi team...”

INTOUCH

Best. Gifts. Ever! 
“Win Celebrity Stylist Robert Verdi’s 
SUPER-LUXE GIFTBAG from his twitter 
party, full of all the items in his 
last minute gift guide....THE most 



CONTACT
Ashley Mallinson

ashley@robertverdi.com
212.253.5513 

Robert Verdi, Inc. | 247 West 30th Street, Floor 14, NYC New York 10001
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